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March 2020 seems like a lifetime ago. For the hospitality industry, it basically is. 

Much has changed since the Covid-19 pandemic shut the world down, including here at

HWTC. One day we were helping new entrants seeking work in a booming hospitality

industry; the next we were trying to figure out how to help hundreds of displaced workers

at all points in their careers navigate a quickly-shifting employment landscape.

I have to give credit to the resiliency of not only the industry but of HWTC’s staff, which

pivoted with the same grace and humility they have always shown. Almost overnight a

Rapid Response plan was implemented, to provide immediate aid to reeling workers, and

our training programs were revised.

In January 2021 we launched PIVOT, which has helped hundreds of hospitality workers see

the value of their skills and experience, not only within the industry but beyond it. We hear

from graduates regularly how impactful the insight, support, and encouragement they

receive is, and we see it in their renewed sense of worth, confidence and hope.

Looking forward to 2021-22, HWTC will continue to expand its training options to meet the

needs of a recovering hospitality industry. This will include the introduction of a suite of

industry-approved digital micro-credentials that will tell hospitality employers prospective

workers have the skills and experience they need to succeed.

Change can be difficult, but I’m excited about what the future holds for HWTC and the

hospitality industry more broadly. No matter what shape recovery takes, we will continue

to be here for hospitality workers and employers.

Mandie Abrams

Executive Director

Dear Partner:



Rapid Response is a pro-active, solutions-focused, and flexible

strategy designed to respond to layoffs and business closings.

It involves quickly coordinating services and providing

immediate aid to employers and their affected workers,

especially in times of community and/or socioeconomic crisis. 

As a Rapid Response team, we worked with impacted

employers and any employee representatives to quickly

maximize public and private resources and minimize the

disruptions associated with job loss.

Services included: 

Soft skills and employability training

Information and coordination for

wraparound services

Information and assistance accessing EI and

other financial supports

Career counselling/coaching

Enhanced health and safety training

Rapid Response

Learn more about Rapid Response service provision and

HWTC’s approach in our latest frontline publication: “A Rapid

Response Approach to Mitigating the Impact of Local and

Massive Workforce Disruptions” 



PIVOT

PIVOT is a two-week program for hospitality workers

whose employment has been impacted by COVID-19

and are interested in finding work in industries that are

hiring now. Individuals participate in a range of holistic

workshops to update their resume writing and

interview skills, and also work one-on-one with a

Career Coach and Job Developer to create a strategy

and action plan for their next career move.  

Hospitality Career Pathways

Hospitality Career Pathways is an eight-week program,

coordinated in partnership with the Ontario Tourism

Education Corporation. It is open to individuals who are

interested in gaining the skills and certifications needed

for entry level work in the hospitality industry. They have

the opportunity to obtain their Food Handlers and Smart

Serve certifications and work one-on-one with a Job

Coach to connect to employment opportunities in the

hospitality industry.
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CALM 
(Connecting and Learning to Manage Through COVID-19) 

CALM is an eight-week program for Ontario Works (OW) recipients who would like

additional support to manage the impacts of COVID-19 in their life. This program is

delivered in partnership with the Ontario Tourism Education Corporation and includes

workshops that help identify personal needs, strengths, and skills. Participants also

work one-on-one with coaches to develop a strategy to achieve their personal goals. 

  

Poem by Jo Proulx

I woke up this morning thinking about the long-lasting impact of COVID on my life.

COVID is causing obvious economic and social chaos, personal financial disasters,

chronic loneliness and mental health issues, a lack of proper medical care, increasing

addictions, and many suicides.

It feels as if, collectively, we are in a spiritual classroom where the majority of

the class needs to do its homework and exams before we can all exit the room.

COVID is about being present in the moment.

COVID is about our demons.

COVID is about our perspective.

COVID is about humility.

COVID is about the humanity in oneself.

COVID is about the humanity in others.

COVID is about our interconnection to nature.

COVID is about connections.

COVID is about connection to self.

COVID is about the quality of relationships.

COVID is about the timelessness of love.

COVID is about the power of love.

COVID is about trusting Tabaldak (Creator) - or whatever helps you when you

feel lost

COVID is about the value of time.

COVID is about second chances to do better.

COVID is about living rich lives post-COVID.

Enrolled

Completed

Went on to employment training

Employed



Participant Satisfaction Highlights:

PIVOT

 

100% of participants reported high

satisfaction rates with the program, with

73% reporting 10/10 in satisfaction.

Almost all participants reported that the

support and information related to job

search, resume updates, and interview skills

were program highlights.

The one-on-one coaching sessions were

extremely valuable and were an opportunity

to gain feedback, insight, and support.

Hospitality Career Pathways

 

100% of participants reported high

satisfaction rates with the program, with

75% reporting 10/10 in satisfaction.

Almost all participants highlighted the

facilitator/instructors' industry experience

as being important and helpful.

Most participants were inspired to pursue

career paths or additional education

opportunities they had not considered

before. 

CALM

100% of program participants reported enjoying the program and

would recommend to friends.

More than 60% of the graduates reported feeling readier for

further employment-focused training.

One newcomer shared how meaningful it was to connect. Before the

program, she knew no one, but now the rest of the class has

committed to help her feel less alone.



“When I heard about PIVOT, I was

doubtful, but completing the program

was an eye-opener. The lessons gave me

the support and confidence to go back

into the workforce. The insight into what

employers are looking for is a valuable

lesson and the support after the training

program is finished is fantastic! I highly

recommend it!” 

– Shella, PIVOT program graduate

“My thoughts are much more positive and I

feel hopeful.” 

– Participant in CALM Program, Fall 2020

This is a great program to get you

prepped and ready for a career change,

or to help you with a job for the

“meantime” if you have been furloughed.” 

 

– Kristy, PIVOT program graduate

“During this unbelievable time of getting a

new job/career due to COVID, the HWTC

PIVOT Program came at the perfect time.

The tools provided to move forward are so

valuable and the added bonus of the staff

continuously offering encouragement and

support really helped. I highly recommend

this program to assist with taking your

next employment steps.”

 – Sarah, PIVOT program graduate

Our Program Participants Speak



Fiscal Statement
Statement of Operations and Fund Balance (deficit) for the year ended

March 3I,2O2I

REVENUES

2021

1,821,182             

223,864               

68,656           

1,833,278

250,221              

70,482         
25,000          

801        159      

190,755             

2,139,503 2,344,895

TOTAL EXPENSES 1,913,284 2,543,000

2020

Excess (deficiency) of revenues over

expenses for the year

Grants

Contributions

Capital funding

Government Assistance
Interest

Food & Beverage

Fund balance, beginning of the year

226,219 (198,105)

(75,422) 122,683

Fund balance (deficit), beginning of the year (75,422)150,797



Bangkok Garden Restaurant, Barsa Taberna, BMO Financial Group Institute for Learning, Chelsea

Hotel, Courtyard by Marriott Toronto Downtown, City Sightseeing Toronto, Daniel et Daniel, Delta

Hotels by Marriott Toronto Airport & Conference Centre, Delta Hotels by Marriott Toronto East,

Drake Commissary, Elmwood Spa, Four Points by Sheraton Toronto Airport, Fresh City Farms,

Fresh Restaurants, Gladstone Hotel, Holiday Inn Toronto Downtown Centre, Hotel X, Fairmont

Royal York , Intercontinental Toronto Yorkville, IQ Food CO, Isabella Hotel, Larco Hospitality, Old Mill

Toronto, One King West Hotel and Residence, Real Food for Real Kids, Sheraton Gateway Hotel in

Toronto International Airport, Signature Service Inc., Silver Hotel Group, SSP The Food Travel

Experts, The Omni King Edward Hotel, Toronto Airport Marriott Hotel, Toronto Don Valley Hotel &

Suites, Toronto Marriott City Centre, True True Diner, University of Toronto Residences, Westin

Toronto Airport Hotel, Weston Golf and Country Club.

City of Toronto, Government of Ontario, Second Harvest, The Counselling Foundation of Canada,

The George Cedric Metcalf Charitable Foundation,  Greater Toronto Airport Authority (GTAA),

Toronto Employment & Social Services (TESS),  Toronto Shelter, Support and Housing

Administration, United Way Toronto & York Region

Thank you for
supporting our work! 

Funders:

Employer Partners:

Government Partners

To our funders, employer partners, and

government supporters: 



2020-21 was a tough year, but already we can see the glow of recovery on the horizon and

we are excited about the possibilities this next year will bring.

In the face of adversity, the hospitality industry has proven once again that innovation and

resiliency are key to its success. Despite enduring some of the longest pandemic-related

lockdowns in the world, Ontario’s restaurants, hotels, and other hospitality venues have, for

the most part, found a way to survive. Whether they pivoted to delivery, temporarily

became food stores, started online classes, or poured their efforts into supporting their

communities, it was heartwarming to see the industry we love rise to the occasion in

whatever way it could. 

As we exit the pandemic, the year ahead will be about discovery and recovery. And yet, at its

core, hospitality will continue to be about creating memorable experiences for the guests

that stay at our hotels, crowd our venues, and frequent our restaurants. When they are

ready to come back, eager hospitality workers will be waiting for them.

Though 2021-22 will see significant growth for HWTC, one thing that won’t change is our

personal touch. We know how important the relationships we build with our participants are,

not only to them but to us as well. We look forward to welcoming you to the newly-expanded

HWTC, and we look forward to the sun rising on the industry once again.

Whatever change may come, we will always be here for hospitality.

Lisabeth Pimentel

Board Chair

The Last Word


